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Walk & Wheels Route Map

Park and Stride

Start along Warren Rd → cross over White St using the 
pedestrian operated lights. Cross over the roundabout and head 
down Warren Rd → left Francis St → left McDonald St. Continue 
along and use the splitter island to cross over McDonald St 
and then walk alongside Ben Kavanagh Reserve. Turn left on 
Thomas St → left Bear St and take the path to the right to Chute 
St. Continue on Chute St → turn right on Barkly St and cross at 
the children’s crossing. 

  Total route 25-30 minute walk (2kms).  
Park and stride 10-15 minute walk (1.1kms).

Park and stride from the top of Chute St (near White St). Stay 
on the east side of the road (when walking towards the school 
this will be the left footpath). Use the pedestrian island to cross 
over McDonald St. Continue all the way down Chute St until 
arriving at the school, just before Gipps Ave. Cross the road 
with the crossing guard at the school crossing. 

 10 minute walk (950m)

Park and stride from Gala Supreme Cl → McDonald St → Edward 
St. Turn right on Woods Ave → left on Chute St. Continue all the way 
down Chute St until arriving at the school, just before Gipps Ave. 
Cross the road with the crossing guard at the school crossing.

 10-15 minute walk (1.1kms)

Park and stride from Eulinga Ave or James Ave. Walk the path along-
side the Edithvale Wetlands and continue along until the bridge over 
Mordialloc Creek. Head over the bridge and down the path to Governor 
Rd. Use the pedestrian operated lights to cross over. Staying on the 
east side, head up Chute St (when walking towards the school this will 
be the footpath on the right) until arriving at the school.  Cross the road 
with the crossing guard at the school crossing, just after Gipps Ave.

 10-15 minute walk (1.1kms)

Purple route

Green Route

yellow Route

blue Route

Reducing traffic congestion makes our school a  
safer, healthier and more pleasant environment for everyone.

Remember when  
crossing the road to  

STOP, LOOK,  
LISTEN, THINK




